Abstract-We report measurements of test particle diffusion in velocity space. Test particles are created and examined using the method of optical tagging, an extension of laser-induced fluorescence. In quiet plasma conditions (6n/n 5 0.01 %) results show diffusion to be linear with density in agreement with classical theory. Measurements taken in the presence of drift waves (dn/n N 6%) show resonant particle interactions. Applications to magnetospheric phenomena will be discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
UNDAMENTAL understanding of situations involving F particle-particle or wave-particle interactions can be achieved by measurements of particle phase space transport. Laser-induced fluorescence [ 11 (LIF) provides an excellent method, that of optical tagging [2] , to study the transport of test ions in both velocity and configuration space. This method has a long history of use in ion transport measurements. Spatial diffusion resulting from ion-ion collisions [3] and from broadband electrostatic ion cyclotron waves [4] was measured by McWilliams et al. Skiff et al. [5] performed similar measurements when the transport was due to stochastic wave-particle interactions. Measurements have been made by Fasoli et al. [6] that probed the effects of neutral particle density on cross field diffusion. The measurements described here are unique in that they follow a particle's trajectory in velocity space.
This article is a writeup of a poster presented at the Workshop of Plasma Experiments in the Laboratory and in Space held July 1-5, 1991, in Alpbach, Austria. Most of these data are preliminary and further details will be published.
Section I1 briefly describes the use of optical tagging in this experiment. Section 111 discusses the interpretation of the experimental data and provides the results predicted by classical test particle theory. Current experimental results are presented in Section IV. Lastly, in Section V, possible applications of the technique to problems in space physics will be discussed.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experiments described herein were performed on a single ended Q-machine (see Fig. 1 ) [7] , [SI. The plasma had a diameter of 5 cm and an axial length of 1.3 m. The confining axial magnetic field was 5.0 kG. A background pressure of less than 3 x lop6 torr was maintained at all times. With this pressure, the cross section for ion-neutral collisions is thought to be lo3 less than that for ion-ion collisions. The ions are accelerated through a sheath at the hot plate to a axial drift speed of about 7 x lo4 cm/s.
Plasma density was measured using a Langmuir probe and was also inferred from the angle of propagation of the lower hybrid wave. Ion temperature in the perpendicular and parallel directions as well as the ion drift velocity was measured with LIF. The details of LIF and optical tagging (OT) have been detailed elsewhere [l] , [9] . In brief, this technique takes advantage of the fact that the laser line width is much more narrow than the Doppler-broadened absorption line of the plasma. The absorption of a photon by an ion results in the ion moving to an excited state. This state is very short-lived (on the time scale of the experiment) and decays down to a lower energy state by emitting a photon. This photon is collected by a lens system external to the Q machine. The frequency of the laser can be swept over a broad range. The light intensity from the plasma can then be measured as a function of the laser frequency. Doppler shift relates the frequency to the velocity and thus f(v) can be measured. Additionally, the laser can be held constant in frequency and therefore excite only one velocity component of the ion distribution.
In the tagging experiment it is necessary to pulse the laser light. This is accomplished by using acoustic optical modulators (AOM). The experiment also requires two separate lasers. The first laser is tuned to excite Ba ions from the ground state to a specific excited state. From there they can decay back to the ground state or to a metastable state (lifetime long compared with time scale of the experiment). If the particle decays to this metastable state, the particles are considered tagged (they can now be distinguished from the background particles). The second laser, tuned to excite particles in the same metastable state, is used to detect the tagged particles. Background subtraction of the particles naturally occurring in the state leaves a signal from the tagged particles only. The tagging laser is held at a constant frequency and the search laser is scanned in frequency. Thus, a particle velocity class is tagged, and the subsequent velocity distribution of the tagged particles is measured. The number of particles tagged in this experiment was approximately 1 to 3% of the total density. All tagging measurements were made in the axial direction only.
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Taking the flux, r, to be the sum of a convection term and a diffusion term gives (4 ( U 2 > w. 1
By defining the following, and we can write
For times short enough to consider the transport to be independent of the velocity, the solution'of this equation is
THEORY
This section presents the method used to interpret the experimental data. Additionally, the theory for collision-induced transport of test particles is provided. Fig. 2 shows both a scan of the background particles and a scan of the tagged population at two times. The data are interpreted in the following way.
Measurements were made in the direction parallel to the magnetic field, so a one-dimensional model is used. The initial distribution of tagged particles can be represented approximately by a drifting Maxwellian:
where n is the density, o represents the width of the velocity distribution, and the subscript T refers to the tagged particle.
The time evolution the velocity distribution is given by the one-dimensional velocity space continuity equation:
Thus, the change in the first and second moments of the measured tagged particle distribution gives, respectively, the convection and diffusion rates.
Rostoker [lo] calculated the theory for the diffusion and convection of test ions in a quiet plasma. By quiet plasma we mean that the fluctuation level is so small that the velocity space transport is due only to particle collisions. The results for our conditions follow:
where A = 3 / 2 ( k 3 T 3 /~n ) 1 ' 2 1 / e 3 , 21th = d m and
Here IC is the Boltzman constant, T is the temperature, n is the plasma density, mi is the ion mass, and z represents the coordinate axis aligned with the magnetic field.
IV. RESULTS
Measurements of ion temperature consistently showed T z l E 0.18 eV. and Till 21 0.14 eV. The range of densities used was 5 x lo8 to 7 x 109/cm3. Independent measurements of these quantities are required to calculate (2) and (3).
Diffusion measurements were performed in two situations. In the first, the density profile of the plasma had a flat region 2 cm in diameter. Probe measurements in this area show that the fluctuation level (&In) was below 1 x RMS. Results from measurements taken in this area will be referred to as quiet plasma results. Additionally, a second set of measurements was made in the presence of a radial density gradient and accompanying drift waves. The drift waves bars are noticeably larger and the data more scattered. This is most likely due to the laser drifting over the time of the measurement (roughly 5 min per point). Since measurements of the convection coefficient depend on the relative position of the two tagged particle distributions, it is very sensitive to laser drift. In contrast, the diffusion coefficient depends on the measured widths of the tagged particle dist-ributions, not on the relative position of the two. Therefore, the nature of the experimental measuring technique implies that the diffusion measurement will have better repeatability than the convection coefficient. Fig. 6 shows the diffusion measurements taken in the presence of drift waves. The theory line is that predicted by (3) . Note the roughly eightfold increase in diffusion at a velocity -0.7 that of the thermal velocity. At positive velocities the predictions of the collisional theory are restored. present were measured to have a Snln of about 6% and a frequency of 1.5 kHz. Fig. 3 shows the density dependence of the diffusion coefficient in a quiet plasma. The velocity of the tagged particles was 0.0 cm/s in the plasma frame. The theory line was calculated using (3). The magnitude of diffusion appears correct and the dependence is linear, as expected. There are no normalizing coefficients used to adjust the data to the theory. Fig. 4 shows the velocity dependence of the diffusion coefficient in theory and from experimental measurements. The roughly 10% difference between the theory line and experimental points is most likely due to errors in measurement of the density. Fig. 5 shows the convection measurements for the quiet plasma case. The theory line is provided by (2). The error V. DISCUSSION Our results show that in a quiet plasma there is good agreement with collisional theory concerning the magnitude and the density dependence of the diffusion coefficient. The velocity dependence of the diffusion coefficient also appears to be correct. The magnitude of measured convection coefficient is within a factor of 2 or 3 of what is expected by theory. However, the velocity dependence of the convection coefficient cannot be seen in the data. It is also seen that it takes only a low-amplitude, low-frequency drift wave to upset the classical picture and make such predictions incomplete.
The subject of performing measurements of this nature in the magnetosphere was discussed by one of the authors and participants at the workshop. The conclusion was that improvements in technology may soon make possible limited LIF measurements of naturally occurring particles or of seed particles.
However, in the short term measurements such as the one described here will be performed only in the laboratory. These may still be able to make significant contributions to the understanding of phenomena that occur in the magnetosphere.
